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'lm.EGBAPH TRANSMISSION 

BI.!S -

A telegraph circuit he.s only two condi tiona; one, marking 
or closed, and the other, spacing or open. 

The chanse itself, from one condition to tne other, is 
called a TRANSITION. 

The ch~ge from the spacing to the marking condition is 
more completely defined as a "space to mark trans! tion.", and the 
change trom the marking to the spacing' condition as a "mark to space 
transition". 'l'heae are abbreviated "S-M transition" and "M-S transi
tion". 

At the sending end ot a manual telegraph circuit, the 
closing ot the key is a S-M transition and the opening of the key 
is a M-S transition. At the receiving end ot the circuit the close 
ot the sounder armature is a S-M transition and the release of the 
sounder armature is a M-S transition. 

On every telegraph circuit there will be a delay between 
the closing ot the key at the sending end .and the closing or the 
sounder armature at the receiving end. There will be another delay 
bet~en the opening ot the key at the sending end and the release~ 
ot tne sounder armature at the receiving end. (The reasons tor the 
delays will be discussed later). In other words, in considering 
transmission over a circuit, there will be a delay to the B-M transi
tion and to the M-S transition. These two delays are. called a "space 
to mark transition·delay" and a "mark to space transition delay" and 
are abbreviated S-Ml'D and M-sm, respectively. 

The magnitude. ot these delays on our present telegraph 
circuits ranges tram a traction ot a millisecond to several milli
seconds. Disregarding characteristic and fortuitous di~tortion 
effects tor the present, the S•Mm and M-S'l'D are determined entirely 
by the onaracteristios ot the circuit, and, though the two delays 
may not be equal, ~.!.!.!:!:.always .E.!!. constant~ any .siven .2.E::, 
~~ under any given set ot adjustments. . 

·Transmission of intelligence over a telegraph circuit is 
accom,plished by sending various combinations and various lengths of 
marks and spaces. The transmission is considered perfect it the re
ceived marks and apaces are exactly the same. length as tne sent marks 
and spaces. 
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Each lllfil'k, regardless of length, must sta:rt with a S-M 
transition and end with a M-S transition. The s-~ cuts ott the 
beginning of each mark and the M-STD adds to the end of each mark. 
If' the two delays are equal. the length of each mark will be un
changed by transmission over the circui~. 

Each space, regardless of length, starts with a M-S 
transition and ends with a s-M transition. T.he M-STD outs ott the 
beginning of each space {it added to the end of each mark) and the 
s-~ adds to the end of each space (it cut ott the beginning of 
each mark). Each delay thus has the gppoa!te et:rect on a space 
that it bas on a mark, It the two delays are equal., the length of 
each space will be unchanged by transmission over the circuit. 

The requirement tor pertect t~ansmission then·ia that 
S-.MTD • M-S'l'D. This is 1J.lustrated in Figure II. 

It the two delays are not equal, it tor instance, the 
M-STD 1s greater than the S-MTD, !£:!.marks will be lengthened, and 
.!!:!:, spaces 'flill be shortened. This is a common condition on cir
cuits and is called a ~king bias" since the circuit favors or 
lengthens the marks. It the S-MTD is greater than the M·STD, .!;!:! 
spaces will be lengthened and ,!!! marks shortened. This is another 
common condition and is called a "spacing bias". 

Since the lengths ot the marks and spaces are indicated 
in ndlliseconds (MS}, the mmount that .is added to or sUbtracted tram 
each mark or space due to a bias condition is ajjSo indicated in----
milliseconds and is equal to the difference between the S-MTD and 
the M-STD. T.b.is mmount is referred to as the ~lliaecond biaTo:r 
acircuit, and is a constant for any given circuit. -

A marking bias is also called a posit'ive bias, and a 
spacing bias a negative bias. It the difference between the S-MTD 
and the M-STD ot a ciroui t is always taken as the M-STD minus the 
s-~. the sign of the result will automatically be the sign of the 
bias. Thus the formula tor millisecond bias is: M-S'l1:1 - S-MTD • MS 
b1 as. As an example; it tlle M~s·m ot a circU1 t is 6 MS, and the 
S-M~ is 3 MS, the millisecond bias is +3, indicating that every 
mark, regardless ot length, will be increased 3 MS, and every space, 
regardless ot length, will be decreased 3 MS. It the M-STD is 1 MS, 
and the S-MTD is 4 :MS, the m111isecond bias is -3, and the· et:f'ect on 
marks and spaces would be opposite of that in the first ex~le. 
MS Sias is illustrated in Figure l· It is desired to emphasize tbat 
a "milliseoondtt bias oondi tion 1s determined entirely by the. equip
ment, line taoilities, ove

1
rall length, eto. ot a telegraph circuit 

and will be a constant tor any given circuit, regardless of th~ 
speed or kind ot s1gna!s that ·are transmitted over 1 t. 
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The effect ~·transmission, however, of a given millisecond 
bias condition; does vary with the J.ength of marks and· spaces trans
mitted, though tlie'm1llisecond bias condition itse~f is constant. ·.As 
an example of this, let ~s consider a manual. telegraph circuit where 
the dashes (long marks) are normally about thr.ee times the length of 
a dot (short mark). 'l'he lensths o:f the dots a:nd. dashes used in manual 
telegraph became less as the speed of transmission becomes greater. 
Assume first a slow speed of transmission where the dots are 30 MS 
long and the dashes are 90 MS lOng. A millisecond bias condition of 
+10 will make the dots 40 MS long and the dashes 100 MS long. The 
sign~& will still be quite readable since the three to one ratio has 
been changed very little. Next assume a much faster speed where the 
dots are· 6 MS long end the dashes lo MS long. The same +10 :MS bias 
will make these dots 15 MS long and the dashes 25 :MS long. Greater 
difficulty will be experienced in reading these signals since ~he 
dashes now are not even twice·the length of the dots. 

,In manual tel~graph transmission, while spaces are used to 
separate the dots and dashes, transmission is usually thought of in 
terms of the short and long marks. In discussing the transmission of 
teletypewriter signals, however, spaces are considered equally with 
marks. 

Teletypewriter si~als are made up· of •unit" marks and 
spaces of always a definite ~ength for a given speed or transmission. 
In addition there is one special~. 1.4 times a unit mark in 
length, and various combinations of these such as a mark or space 
2, 3, 4, o, or 6.units long, or a mark 2.4, 3.4, 4.4, 5.4, or 6.4 
units ~ong. 

One unit mark or space is considered as ~00 per cent in 
length. The "itjjj8rgin" of a teletypewriter is expressed in per cent 
on this same basis. Any addition or subtraction to a unit mark or 
space will reduce the margin ~ amount that is measured in "per cent" 
by the teletypewriter. Since teletypewriters indicate bias on a per
centage basis, it is desirable to convert millisecond bias to per 
cent bias in order that its effect on the transmission of teletype 
signals may be determined. If the speed of transmission is known, 
th~ length of the unit mark or space is known. ~er cent" bias is 
then calculated by expressing m11lisecond E.!!!, as a. percental!! of the 
s!l ~ .2!. space. Thus, if the millisecond bias is +4, the per 
cent bias this would be to 60 speed teletypewriter signals (unit mark 
or space 22 MS long) is +4 or +1~. 

22 

The effect of a given ~llisecond bias depends on the . 
length of the unit marks and spaces in teletypewriter transmission, 
as it did in manual teJ.egraph. On forty speed signals (unit mark 
or spac~ 33 MS long) the per cent bias· caused by a +4 MS bias would 
be !!. or + 12-',tt, as compared with the +18~ it causes to 60 speed sig-

33 
nals. 
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The per osnt bias due to millisecond bias, is inversely 
proportional to the length .of the unit mark or space. 

The length of the unit mark or space is inversely pro
portional to the speed of transmission. 

Per cent bias is, accordingly, directly proportional ~ 
..!1!!. speed .2!, transmission. In other words, the hig.b.er the speed 
ot transmission the more a given millisecond bias on the circuit 
will affect the signals, and the lower the speed of transmission 
the less a given millisecond bias will affect the signals. - . 

Thus in the two problems above. from the taet t.llat a cir
cuit caused +16% bias to 60 ~eed signals, the per cent bias the cir
cuit will cause to 40 speed signals can be deter.mined directly tram 
the ratio of the speeds, i.e., x . • 40 or :x • +1~. 

18% 60 

Both millisecond and per cent bias add algebraically. That 
is, it the bias in each of several sections of a circuit is known, the 
overall bias can be dete~ned simply by adding the section biases, 
considering the sign of each. When characteristic distortion is pre
sent in one or more sections this is not strictly true. This parti
cUlar case will be considered later. On circuits where characteristic 
distortion is not present, this rule is as accurate as it is stmple 
and transmission problems should not be complicated by a failure to 
use it. 

An e:xample is given below of a three section circuit on 
which the sum of the individual biases is zero, which indicates that 
transmission on the overall circuit is perfect. 

Section M-STD S-MTD MS Bias , Bi._Et_s J eo Speed) 

l 6 2 +4 +l8Yo 
2 2 0 -3 -l3"fo 
3 3 4 -l ~ 

OVerall II rr 0 0 

A s~y ot this discussion is as follows: 

l. Millisecond bias is the actual lengthening or shortening 
in milliseconds a circuit will c·ause to any mark or ·space 
transmitted over it. It is due entirely to a di:t'ference 
between the M-S transition delay and the S-M transition· 
delay existing on the circuit. It is determined by the 
characteristics of the circuit alone and is independent 
ot the code, or speed of signalling used. It~ meaning 
is complete in itself. The formula· is: :MS Bias • M-STD -
S-MTD. 
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a. Per cent bias is millisecond bias expressed aa a percentage 
,!!! !a!, length o~ the ~ mark or space o~ the code used. 

Per cent bias is inTersely proportional to the length o~ 
the unit mark or space, and ia, accordingly • directlY pro
portional 12..!!!.!, speed .2!.· signall.ins. Ita meaning is not 
complete unless the speed o~ signalling to which it applies 
is included. l.n th.e Long Linea Plant, however, a teletype 
speed ot 60 words a minute is assumed·unlesa otherwise 
specified. 

The formula is: J Bias • MS Biaa x 100. 
UAit Mark 

3. Millisecond biases or per cent tiaaea will add al&ebraically. 

PROBLEMS J.SSOOIA.'l!ED WITH DISCUSSION OJ' BIAS 

1. It the S-M.L'D ot a circuit is 6 115 and the :14-STD is a MS what is 
the YS bias? 

a. In problem 1, what would be the per cent bias to &0 speed sig
nals? ~o 40 speed? 

3. It the bias a circuit causes to 60 speed signals is +1~, what 
per cent ~ias will it cause to 40 speed signals? To 75 spaed 
signals? 

4. What is the millise.oond bias o~ the c1rcu1 t in problem 3? 

J'!!N/U:. 
a-ao-3& 
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TELEGRAPH TRAN~1ISSION 

Nl!lJTRAL OPER.AT ION 

GENERAL 

Neutral operation makes use of a flow of current on· the 
line to~ the marking condition and zero current on t~ line for the 
spacing condition. The line current furnishes the power to operate 
the receiving relay to the marking position and a spring on the 
armature or a spacing "bias" current in another winding of the rele.y 
the power to operate the relay to the spacing position. The,change 
from the condition of current to the condition of no current is 
obtained by opening and closing the circuit at the transmitting end. 

The line current is normally about 60 mils "marking" and 
the current in the bias winding about 30 mils "spacing". From the 
standpoint of the amount of effective current in the relay under each 
condition this results in an effective current of :30 mils m8.f"k1ng men 
the circuit is in the· marking condition, and an effective cu~rent of 
30 mils spacing when the circuit is in tho spacing condition. 

Drawing No. :3, Figura A, shows the change of current on the 
line of a neutral circuit containing no inductanc~ or capacity. Since 
tho receiving r~lay hos o constant current in the bias winding of 30 
mils, the value· of liM current at which the effective current in the 
relay is zero, or, in other words, the location of the zero effective 
current line on the wave shape, is at the plus :30 mil level, and the 
operating points o:f the relay are slightly above and below this line,. 
as shown:. 

EFFECT OF ARMATURE TRAVEL TIME 

The opening of a neutral circuit by the armature of the 
sending relay is almost instantaneous because the circuit is broken 
as soon as the armature has traveled only a very short distance from 
the marking contact. The closing of the circuit by the armature of 
the relay, however, involves the travel time of the armature from 
the spacing to the marking contact bofore . the circuit is made·. The 
M-STD of the circuit due to this cauau is thus practically zero and 
the S-MTD is equal to the travel time of th0 armatura, which is 
normally in the order of two or three miliseconds. The S-MTD exceeds 
the M-STD and the result is a spacing bias to teldgreph signals. 

Armature travel time in neutral operation thus normally 
causes o spacing bias. This effect is compensated for by proper 
adjustment of the spark killer as will be explained. 

EFF lOT OF SPARK KILLER 

A spark killer is used across the contacts of a relay in 
neutrul operation to reduce the sporking of the relay contacts and 
to introduce a M-STD to compensate for the S-MTD due to the·travel 
time of the relcy armature. 
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The action of the spark killer in reducing sparking is as 
follows: It any series inductance is present in the circuit being 
broken by the. armature of the sending relay, the high voltage pro
duced by the sudden change of current flowing through the inductance 
will cause a spark across the contacts of the relay as they are opened. 
The spark killer, which consists of a resistance and capacity in 
series connected across the relay contacts, as shown in Drawing No.3, 
Figure C, provides a temporary path around the contacts through which 
the current of the circuit can continue to flow. The opposition 
offered by the spark killer is equal at first only to the value of 
the resistance, since the uncharged condenser is a "short", and the 
current of the circuit drops immediately to the value determined by 
the voltage and total resistance or the circuit, which now includes 
the resistance of the spark killer. The condenser charges from this 
current and the voltage across its tenninals increases until the flow 
of current in the circuit is stopped. The "stopping" is now gn:.dual, 
however, in the nor.mal manner of a condenser chcrge current, and the 
voltage induced across the inductance of the circuit is reduced to a 
point where the sparking effect is eliminated. The wave shape of the 
signals now include this condenser charge effect on the mark to space 
part of the curve, and, as is illustrated on the drawing (Figure C)the 
M-S operating point is delayed and a M-STD results. The amount of 
the delay is dependent upon the resistance and capacity of the spark 
killer, a large capacity allowing the current to flow for a consider
able time after the relay contacts are opened, and a large resistance 
also delaying the opening of the circuit, but having the more important 
effect, as far as the M-STD is concerned, of lowering the value of the 
current that will flow in the circuit at the instant the relay is 
opened. Thus if the resistance of the spark killer were equal to or 
greater than the resistance of the ci rc.'Ui t, the ini t i a'l currant would 
be half or less of the normal line current. Then if the operating 
point of the relay were at the normal value of half the line current, 
the operation of the relay from mark to space would occur as soon as 
the relay contacts opened and there would be no compensating M-STD for 
the s-MTD due to the travel time of the armature. 

The purpose of the resistance in the spark killer circuit 
is to limit the flow of current across the relay contacts when the 
contacts are closed after an open and the spark killer condenser dis
charges across them. The value of both the resistance and the capacity 
are adjusted to give the proper wave shape on the M-S part of the 
signal that will result in the desired M·STD. 

To summarize, a spark killer is used eround the contacts 
of a relay in neu tra.l operation to e limine te the spnrking of the 
relay contacts when the circuit is opened 1 and to provide a M-STD 
equal to the S-Nfi'D due to the truvel time of the armature. 

EFFECT OF LINE CAPACITY 

CIRCUIT OPERATED V.'ITH VOVl'AGE AT ONE END AND GROOND AT THE OTHER 

Drawing No. 4 1 Figure A shows a neutral circuit using battery 
at one end and a ground at the other. In the marking condition the 
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voltage across the condenser simulating the line capacity is some 
positive value less than 130 volts. 

When the ke:{ at the sending end of the circuit is opened · 
the enttre part of the circuit to the left of the condenser can be 
disregarded since no current can flo~ in it'. The remaining part ot 
the circuit then consists simply of a condenser in series with a 
resistance, the receiving relay of the circuit and ground. The 
natural action of this circuit is for the condenser to discharge 
through the windings ot the receiving relay in the normal manner ot 
a condenser discharge. The initial current o'r this discharge Wi 11 be 
equal to the voltage of the condenser divided by the resistance ot the 
receiving· end of tho circuit. . The voltage ot' the condenser was 
determined; however, by the IR drop of the line current across the 
receiving end resistance Of the .. circuit. The result of this condi
tion is that the initial current through the receiving relay from. 
the condenser will elways bo equal to tho fo~or line curr~nt and in 
the same direction, and will decrease to zero from this value in the 

,/' 

normal manner of a condenser discha rgd curront. This effect is 
illustrated on Figure B of Drewing No. 4. As can bo seen, the M-S 
operating point of the relay is delayed under this condition. The 
amount of the delay will b~ proportional to the amount of line capacity. 

Atter the condenser is discharged it becomes nothing more 
than a short across the line of the circuit and ground. When the key 
at the transmitting end is then closed, all the line current will flow 
across this "short" and none through the receiving relay. The flow 
of current begins to charge the condenser immediately, however, remov
ing its '"shorting" effect, and permitting the line current to build up 
in the receiving relay. The build up of the current in the receiving 
relay is gradual as the line capacit~ charges, and is illustrated 
on the space to mark curve of the wave shape in Figure C of the draw
ing. By Pollard's Theorem the charge of the line capacity can be 
shown to take place through a resistance, the value of which is equival
ent to the two halves of the lin0 resistance (on each side of the 
condenser) in parallel. Thi.s- ttresiswnce" is less, and will always 
be less, than the resistance the condenser discharges through on the 
M-S transi tipn. which is tho resistancu of the receiving end of the 
circuit alone~ This'is tho fundamental difficulty of neutral operation 
from a transmission standpoint, mentioned before, th~t the condenser 
action on the M~s transition tekes placG through a greater value of 
resistance than the condenser action on the S-M transition, with the 
result that the M-S curv~ of tho ~avo shape is greater than the s-M 
curve and the resultant axcoss of the M-STD over the S-11TD causes 
a ma.rking bias. 

C!RaJIT OPERATED WITH BATTERY A'I' EACH END 

Where the circuit is operated with battery at each end as 
shown in Figure C of Drawing No. 4, the condenser is at some low 
voltage value during the marking condition and charges up to the 
voltage of the receiving end battery durin~ the spacing condition. 
Th0 "charge" current acts the same as the discharge" current o"f the 
previous case, flowing only through the receiving end resistance of the 
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line~ being equal in its initial valua to the former line current, 
and decreasing in the normal condenser charge current manner as shown 
o~ the M-s curve of the wave shape of Figure B. 

When the key is closed at the transmitting end the con
denser discharges down to the voltage determined by the arrangement 
of the resistance of the line. The discharge currents flow in both 
directions from the condenser, since in the marking condition both 
ends of the circuit are closed. In this case the current from the 
condenser flowing through the receiving relay is now in the opposite 
direction of the line current, as can be seen upon examination of 
the voltages involved, and baing in the opposite direction will 
reduce the line current in the rocuiving relay in proportion to its 
value. This value is of course, steadily decreasing as the condenser 
discharges until finally it becomes zero and the line current in the 
receiving relay reaches its full value. The effect is to delay the 
build up of the lin~ current in a manner similar to the "shorting" 
effect of the uncharged condenser of the previous case. The resultant 
wave shape due to this effect is given on Figuro B, being the sam~ as 
for the s-M transition of the circuit of Figure A. 

The action of the condenser on tho s-M transition, takes 
·plac6 through both unds of the circuit in parallel, as is more 
apparent in this cas~, and will be quicker than the charge action on 
the M-S transition which takes p2 co only through the resistance of 
the receiving end of the cirouit. 

The effect of capacity to ground onthe line of a neutral 
circuit, then, is to cause both the S-M and M-S transitions of the 
wave shape to be curved, the M-S transition alwayB more than the S-M 
transition, with the resultant marking bias due to the associated 
transition delays being unequal. Since this effect is in proportion 
to the amount of capacity, the quality of transmission of a neutral 
circuit, other things being equal, will be inversely proportional to 
the amount of line capacity. Thus better transmission will be obtain
ed on a simplex pair or single wire than on a simplex phantom, and 
on a short circuit than on a longer one. 

EFFECT OF AMOUNT liND LOCA'I'ION OF INSERTED LIN.J; RESISTANCE 

With the usual arrangement of ~ total of 260 volts line 
voltage on neutral operation, a total resist&nce in the circuit of 
approximately 4300 ohms is necessary to limit the current to the 
standard value of 60 mils. Since the resistc.nce of the average line 
is only nbout 1000 or 1500 ohms, a considerable amount of resistance 
must be inserted in the circuit at the control office terminals of 
the oircui t. The effoct of this resist~.mce on transmission Will be 
discussed. 

On the M-S tranaition· of a neutral circuit, the line 
capacity either charges or discharzes through the receiving end of 
the circuit alone. On ·i,he S-M transition the action of the condenser 
takes place through the resistance of the two halves of the line in 
parallel. · Both actions produce a curved wave shape and transition 
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delays, but the action 0n the M-S transition, taking place through 
the· receiving end of the circuit alone, results in a greater transi
tion delay than the action on the S-M transition and marking bias 
a•ccordingly results. 

Rasistance in the a.ending end of the circuit Wi 11 not 
affect the M-S transition at all since the sending end of the cir
cuit is open when this takes place. On the S-M transition the 
effect of resismnco in the sending end will bo to delay the action 
of the condenser a small amount, since the resistance of the two 
hal~os of tho line in parallel is now increased. This will increase 
the S-~ff.PD, but since the M-STD was previously larger than the S-MTD, 
the increase will actually reduce the bias of the circuit. Thus a 
resistance inserted at the sending end of a neutral circuit will 
improve-transmission a small amount by making the two transition 
delays more equal. 

Resistance at the receiving end of a neutral circuit will 
delay the action of the line capacity on the S-M transition for the 
reason that, as in the case ot resistance at the sending, the resis
tance of the two halves of the line in parallel is increased. The 
amount of the increase is not in direct proportion to the increase ot 
the resistance of the receiving end of the circuit, however, since 
the sending end of the circuit is in parallel. The affect then is to 
incruasa the S-N.n'D of the circuit a small amount. 

On the M-S transition, however, the delay to the action of 
the line capacity caused by.resistance at the receiving end of the 
circuit is in direct proportion to the amount of the resistance, since 
all the capacity charge or discharge current must f'low through the 
added resistance. The M-STD of' the circuit is thus increosed by this 
effect and by an emount considerably greeter th~·n _the ·increase to the 
S-MTD of the circuit. The marking bias caused by the previous excess 
of the M-STD over the s-~./.lTD is thus :fUrther increased .. 

From this, it is seen tlu.!t resistonce at the sending end 
of o neutral circuit reduces the marking bios caused by the line 
capacity, and that resist~nce at the receiving end increases the 
marking bios Cc\Used by the line capc.ci ty. Transmission on o neutral 
circuit is thus best towards the end that has ·the least resistance. 

On a circuit on which transmission in both directions is 
neutral, an application of this rule is impractical since to make 
the resistance at one end of the circuit a minimum to favor trans
mission in that direction, requires increasing the resistance at the 
other end of the circuit to keep the line current the same value, 
and transmission to the other end of the circuit is thus degraded. 
The normal practice in such cases is to make the resistance at each 
end of the circuit of the same va1u0, and transmission is thus the 
~ in each direction, even if not as good as could be obtained 
in one direction or the other by a rearrangement of the inserted 
resistanc.:;. 
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If the voltage used on the circuit is reduced, however, 
the amount of inserted resistance required to limit the current 
is thus reduced and transmission in both directions will be improved. 
~he reduction of the voltage is accomplished in two ways, one, to 
use potentiometers on the 130 volt battery taps at each end of the 
circuit, and the other to use 130 volts at o~e end of ·the circuit 
and a ground at the other, thus cutting the voltage of the circuit 
ti\ halt •. 

In the case of differential loop and upset duplex circuits, 
l whera transmission is polar in one direction and neutral 

in the other, the rule of making the resistance of the receiving end 
of the circuit as low as possible to favor the neutral transmission 
can be applied, since placing all the resistance at one end of the 
circuit will not affect polar transmission in that direction. 

The summary of this discussion is as follows: transmission 
on a neutral circuit is best toward the end of lecst resistance, 
and; the less the inserted resistance on n neutral circuit the better 
transmission will be. (The inserted resistr.nce required may be re
d,ucod 'by reducing the r~pplied voltage.) 

EFFi:CT OF .;;;.!!:RIES INWCTANCE 

Series. inductance at the sending end of a neutral circuit 
Umi te the build up of the current on a S-M transition and, accord
ingly, causes a S-M transition delay. On the M-S transition, the 
opening of the key at the sending ends opens the circuit to the 
inductance immediately end the inducta nee has little effect on the 
M-S transition and, accordingly, the M-S transition delay~ The wave 
shape of·a neutral circuit with inductance nt the sending end of the 
circuit is smwn on Drawing No. 3, Figure B. As is evident from the 
wave shope, the effect of the inductance in causing a S-A-1TD but not' 
a M-STD results in a spacing bias on the ctrcuit. 

Series inductance at the receiving end of a neutral circuit 
is in the circuit on both the s-M and the M-S transitions. In this 

·location it is now separated from. the sending end of the circuit, where 
the opens and closes take plec.e, by the capacity of the line feci li ties. 
If this capacity is zero there will be no difference between the effect 
of inductance at the sending end or at the receiving end; since the 
circuit will be a simple series circuit containing only inductance and 
resistance, end the location of the inductance with relation to the 
resistanc.:; will make no difference in its effect on current changes. 
On a circuit with Vt:;,ry little line capacity, then, an 1nduc1ance will 
causG approximately as much spacing bias if insertod et the receiving 
ond of the circuit as it Wi 11 cause if inserted at the sending end. 

In the ··case of a circuit· with a considerable amount of line 
capacity, the current at the receiving end of the circuit builds up 
slowly on a s-M transition as compared with the current at the sending 
end which builds up instantaneously.· The etfect of inductance on a 
change of current is proportional tO the rate of chepge. of the current, 
and the effect of inductance at the receiving end of a circuit, on which 
the current change is slows will therefore be leas than the effect ot 

- 1 .. 
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the.same inductance at the sending and of the circuit, where the 
curr~nt change, due to the surge of current into the line capacity 
when the circuit is first closed, is very rapid. The increase in 
the s-MTD of the circuit due to inductance at the receiving end of 
the circuit will therefore be less than the increase in the S-MTD 
due to inductance at the sanding end of the circui~ 

On.·the M-S trensi tion the inductance is no longer eliminated 
from the c~rcuit by the opening of the koy nt the sending end, but 
remains in the circuit to hove an effect on the line capacity charge 
or discharge currents that flow out the recuiving end of the circuit. 
This effect is somewhat difficult to predict, since it is dependent 
upon the ·relation between the value of the inductance and the value 
of the line capacity,which may have a resonant effect for certain 
combinations that will produce voried effects on the M-S transition 
curve of the circuit. In general, however, since the effect ot 
receiving end inductance is less on the~ transition than that of 
sending end inductance, and since the receiving end inductance 
probably delays, except tor an occasional resonant condition, the 
~ transition, where sending end inductence hod no effect on the M-S 
transition, it can be said that the effect of inductance at the 
receiving end of a circuit in causing spacing bias is less than the 
effect of the seme inductance when pleced nt the sending end of the 
circuit, and that the difference in the effect for the two locations 
is proportional to the amount of capacity on the line circuit between 
the receiving and sending end of the circuit. 

IDOP IDADING 

Use is made of inductance on long subscriber's loops where 
the capacity of the loop has ~ncreosed the ·M-STD of the circuit to 
an amount considerably greater than the s-~ITD and o roDrking bias 
is caused. On loops on which this effect is l£rge enough to be 
objectionable, inductance is odded in the circuit et the subscriber's 
office until the S-~ffD of the loop; is increased to eq~~l the M-STD 
and the bias to signals from the subscriber's teletypewriter is thus 
oliminated~ Where a differential loop type repeater is used to trans
mit into the.loop from the central office the transmission in this 
direction is"effective polar"and the signals received by the subscriber 
from the repeater will be unbiased, both before and after the inductance 
is added. This action is called "loading" the loop, a term obtained 
from telephone tenninology where the use of inductance to overcome 
the capacity effect of the line facilities on telephone circuits is 
called that, or "wave shaping" which comes from the fnct that the 
inductance is used to "shape" the S-M part of the wove shape curve· 
to make the S-MTD equal to the M-STD. 

USE OF INDUCTANCE FOR NOISE KILLERS 

At outlying point~.,inductonce ,in conjunction with o spr.trk 
ki1ler, is used in series with tho contacts of the subscriber's 
teletypewriter or telegr<~Ph key to limit the sudden ,chonges in current 
that cause interference to nearby telephone circuits. This causes a 
spacing bios effect in thG telegraph circuit which must be considered 
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in the lino up of the circuit. On upsot duplex op0rotion, which 
employs neutrul transmission from the outlying point to the 
central office, marking bias is usually present due to the capacity 
of the line facilities ond the inductance serves to reduce this bins. 
If the spacing bias of the inductance more than compensates for the 
marking bias of the line facilities, t~esistance in the duplex 
repeater at the central office can be increased which will increase 
the marking bias on the circuit,as explained in the discussion on the 
effect of receiving end resistance, until tho two bios effects cancel 
each oth~r. 1n the case of polarentiol operation, where the bias of 
the signals from the outlying point is adjusted by the bias current 
of the polarential repeater, the addition of inductance at the outlying 
point simply requires a readjustment of the bias current to compensate 
for the added spacing bias. 

NWTRA.L TElEGRAPH .APPARA'IUS CONTAINING INDUCTANCE 

Series inductanct~ on neutra.l circuits is present in telegraph 
relays and sounders, polar relays, compos! te sets and noise killers. 

In the case of telegraph relays and sounders on manual tele
graph circuits, and of polar relays on teletypewriter circuits, the 
effect of the inductance of this equipment- is largo onough to be 
objectionable only when several of either type of apparatus is in 
series on a circuit. In the case of compos! te sets, the induct! ve 
effect is pertially offset by the capacity to ground in the composite 
set. .The assignment of neutrel circuits to composited facilities is 
limited to very short circuits, however, for the reason that the 
combined 0ffect of the sories inductance ond capacity to ground is a 
poor signal wove shape that results in unstable transmission. 

SUMMARY OF EFFECT OF INIUCTANCE ON NEUTRAL TRANSMISSION 

The summary of the effect of inductance on neutral trans
mission is as follows: 

JTN:HW 

1. Inductance at the sending end of a neutral circuit delays 
ths s-M transition, and has little effect on the M-S transi
tion. The result is a spacing bias proportional to the value 
of inductance. 

2. Inductance at the receiving end of a neutral circuit delays 
the S-M transition less than in the case of inductance at 
tho sending end, and also has.the effect of delaying somewhat 
(except possibly in some resonant conditions},. the M-S transi
tion of the circuit. The effect of inductance at the receiving 
end of a circuit in causing spacing bias is thus less than tho 
effect of inductance at the sending end, and by on amount 
that is proportional to tho capoci.ty of the line between tho 
sending und receiving end of the circuit. This statement is 
subject to modifie~tion for occasional combinations of line 
capacity end inductance that may produce an effect other thon 
the one described. 
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POU..R TRANSI\!HSSION .AND CH.ARAOTERISTIC DISTORTION 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

A one way polar circuit using a ground return is shown on 
Figu1re XII. The sending relay connects negative 130 volts to the 
line for the marking condition and positive l30 volts for the spacing 
condition. The resistance at the sending a~d is adjusted so that 
the line current is normally about plus 35 mils for the marking condi
tion and negative 35 mils tor the spacing condition. On a two way 
polar circuit an identical circuit arrangement is used tor transmitting 
in the opposite direction. 

On four wire metallic circuits, which also are polar in 
oper~tion, the circuit arranganent is different only in the tact 
that a metallic instead of a ground return is used, which, of course, 
requires an extra wire in oach direction. The metallic return, because 
it balances out outside interference; and b~cause it is not affected by 
ground potential differences between the sending and receiving end ot 
the circuit, permits the use of line curr0nts in the order of only 3 
or 4 mils. ~his mak~s it possible to use a low voltage on the contacts 
of tho sending r•3lay and this voltage has, accordingly, been reduced 
to plus and minus 34 volts. Double commutation, an arrangement us.ing 
two sending relays inste~d of one, to parmit using only one 34 volt 
battery, is used on most of the terminal meto.llic repeaters. Double 
commutation is used only for battery supply reasons, however, and has 
no effect on transmission. 

EFFECT OF LINE CAPACITY AND R.i£8 IST .AN CE 

On the polar circuit shown in Figure XII, the change of 
the line current from the marking to the spacing condition and from 
the spacing to the marking condition will be delayed for the follow
ing reason: 

When the line current is in the steady state marking 
condition the voltage on the condenser representing the capacity 
to ground of the line facilities is -65 volts. (This assumes 
locoting the condenser at the mid-point of the line resistance). 
When the line current is in the steady stoto s~ecing condition the 
voltage on the condenser is +65 volts. The chnnge of the line cur
rent from the steady state marking to the stoady statu spacing condi
tion then involves o change of the voltage on the line capacity 
from -65 to +o5 volts, whieh means that tho line oapccity must dis
charge from -65 volts to zero, and Charge from 0 to +65 volts. The 
part of the dischDrge current from the conde~ser that flows through 
the receiving relay of the circuit (tho otbor part flows through 
tho arm~\ture of the sending ralcy to ground), being in the sane 
direction as tho steady state marking lino current, tends ·to sustain 
the line current formerly produced by the -130 volts on the marking 
contact of thG sending rel5y. The cb.nrging current flowing into the 
condenser from tho +130 volts on the spacing contact of the sending 
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relay is current that is shunted away from the receiving relay, and 
the build up of the current to the steady state spacing value is thus 
delayed. The two actions combine to make the Change of the line 
current from the marking to the spacing condition a gradual change 
which is represented by the curved wave shape shown on ll'igure XIII. 

2. 

Tho ~ount of time required for the chango (which is indicated by the 
amount of curvature of the wove shope}is d~pondent upon tho umount of 
line capacity that must be discharged f-nd thdn recharged in the opposite 
direction on eoch trcnsition, and upon the amount o~ resistance the 
charge and discharge currents must ~low through. 

PATHS OF CH .. ~GE AND DISCHARGE CURRENI'S 

The discharge of ·the line capac~ ty takes place through 
both halves of the circuit in parellel, as/can be seen ~rom inspec
tion, since both halves of the circuit are available for the dis
charge currents to flow through to ground and bock to tho grounded 
side o~ the capacity. The charge of the capacity also takes pu~ce 
through what is effectively the two halves of the ~ircuit in parallel. 
This condition is not e.s evident from inspection but con be shown 
by Pollard's Theorum to be true. The time required ~or the discharge 
and chcrge of the line copacity to tcke place, then, is dependent upon 
the resistance of ~ .!!!£ h31Ves .2!, the line in porollel. 

The combined resistance of two resistances in parallel is 
always less than the resistance of the lowest value. The combined 
resistance of the two halves of a polar circuit will always be less, 
then, than the resistance o~ the half of the lowest resistance. As 
tar as the resistance of the line itself is concerned, of course, this 
resistance will usually be evenly distributed and equally divided be-
tween the two ends of the line. The resistance which is inserted to 
regulate the line current, howev0r,. can ba inserted all at one end o~ 
the circuit or the other, or may be divided in a number of different 
wn~. F~om the above discussion, however, it is apparont that the 
resistance of thG two halves of the line in pcrallel will be the 
lowest, and, accordingly, the oct ion o~ the line copaci ty will be the 
fastest, if the inserted resistance at one end of the circuit is mode zero, 
which means tha"t the inserted resistance-etTheother end of til"e "CC'r'Cu~ 
will be a maximum. 

One of the rules of polar operation, then, is that the best 
wave shape, or in other words, the best transmission, is obtained when 
the inserted resistance at one end of the circuit is zero. As far as 
transmission is concerned, the effect will be the same whether this is 
the sending or the receivi~ end. 

DIFFERENCE B . .:;TWEEN NjUJTRAL AND POLAR TRANSMISSION 

In both polar and neutral transmission the resistance o~ the 
circuit from the armature of the sending relay to the ground or battery 
at the receiving end of the circuit remains constant while the sending 
relay operates. E'rom the armature of the sending relay back to the 
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ground or battery at the sending end o:f the circuit, however, the 
resistance of the neutral circuit chan&es :from a. low value to an 
infinite value as thG relay armature £Pens the circuit, and the 
resistance of the p6lar circuit e;emains co,nstant i:f the resistances 
in the marking and spacing battery taps are equal. This constitutes 
the fundamental difference b~t~een neutral and polar transmission. 
The effect on the wave shape of the signais is as follows: In 

:5. 

neutral transmis·sion, as discussed previously, the change in resistance 
of the circuit between the marking and the spacing conditions made 
the resistance of the charge circuit of the line capacity different 
from that of the discharge circuit, and dissimilar M-s-and s-M wave 
shape curves resulted. In polar transmission, if the resistance o~ 
the circuit is kept the same by making the resistance of the marking 
and spacing battery taps on the sending relay the same, the charge 
and discharge actions of the line capacity must always take place 
throUgh the ~ame value of resistance, and the. M-S and s-M wave· shape 
curves will be identical. Any circuit which maintnins a constant 
resistance while thG sending relay operates, and thus has identicel 
s-M and M-S wove shapes, is considered as having "polar" transmission. 

LOCA'l'lON OF RELAY OPERATING POINTS TO OBTAIN UNBIASED 
POLAR TRANSMISSION 

The fact that in polar operation the s-M and M-S wave shapes 
are identical is a valuable feature of this type of operation. To get 
the full advantage of it, however, which is unbiased transmission 
regardless of the curvature of the wave shapes, the operating points 
of the relay must be located properly on the wave shape. The reason 
for this is as follows: 

At the beginning of any curved wave shape, the transition 
delay that would be associated with the operating point of a relay 
located there is small. As the operating point is shifted farther 
along the wave from the starting point the transition delay increases~ 
In the case of two similar waves, the locating of the relay operating 
point the ~ distance from the starting point on each, will ~esult 
in em1al transition delays for each operating point. 

In polar operation the wave shape of the M-S and s-M transi
tions are alike. The only requirement for unbiased transmission in 
polar operation, then, is that the s-M operating point of the relay 
be located the same distance from the start of the S-M wov~ shope,as 
the M-S operating point is loccted from the stcrt of the M-S wove shape. 

In polar operation, as indicated in the wave shape on 
Figures XIII and XIV, the M-S transition curve starts at the to~ 
of the wave shape, and the S-M transition curve starts at the bottom 
of the wave shape. For unbiased transmission, the M-S operating point 
snould be the same distance from the top as 'the s-M operating. point is 
from the bottom. · Ir these two points are the same distance :from· the 
top and bottom of the wave respectively, they will also be equal dis
tances on each side of the middle of the wave.· An application of this 
last statement will be made shortly. 
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LOCATI0~l OF Z.cl:RO EFFECTIVE CURR.l!d.~T LmE 

Under •Relay O;erating Points" it was stated that the 
operating points of an unbiased relay are located symetrically, or 
in other words, equal distances on each side of the zero effective 
current line of the wave shape of e circuit. In tho previous pare
graph it was stated.thet for unbias~d trcnsmission in pol~r operation, 
it is necessary that the operating points of the relay be located 
equal distances from the middle of the wave, or, in other words-, equal 
distances on each side of a line drown through the middle of the wnve. 
The solution-tor obtnining unbiased transmission on polar operation, 
then, is to locf,te the zoro effect! VG current line of the wave shape 
at the mid point of the wave shape. With this arrangement, the require
ment . · tor an unbiased relay that the operating points be located 
equidistant on each side of the zero effective current line, and the 
requirement for unbiased polar transmission that the operating points 
of the relay be located equidistant about the mid point line of the 
wave will both be met. 

EXAMPLES OF LOCA'l'ING Z.d:RO EFFEC'l'IVE CURR.ti:NT LINJ£ .AND 
RELAY Orl!!R.ATING WIN'l'S FO.a ZERO BIAS 

In the case of a polar circuit working to a ground at one 
end, the problem of locating the operating points of the relay is 
simple. The marking and spacing currents of the circuit are made 
equal (+35 and -35 mils tor example) by applying the same positive 
voltage as negative voltage. The ~ point of the wave shape on 
this type of circuit is thus at the zero current line which is also 
the zero effective current line, since there are no other currents 
in the:relay, and tha op~rat~ points automatically come in the 
proper places. 

In the caso of an upset duplex circuit (schematic in Figure 
XV) where the circuit. works to a battery at the receiving and, and 
the line current, let us assume, is 60 mils in the marking condition 
~d 0 mils in the spacing condition, the ~~oint of the wave is at 
the +30 mils level, and a bias current of -30 mils is used in the re
ceiving relay to raise the zero effective current line or the wave 
shape to that value. If the line current were +70 mils and the 
spacing current were -10 mils, the middle of the wave would still be at 
the +30 mils level and the bias current of -30 mils would still be correct. 

TRUE POLAR .AND l:GFFECTIVE POLAR OPERATION 

It should be noted at this point .that circuits such as the 
upset duplex circuit referred to, though practically neutral in their 
operating characteristics, since there is ,approximately 60 mils current 
in the marking condition and 0 mils i~ the spacing condition, are still 
polar in their transmission characteristics since the impedance of the 
circuit remains constant regardless of whether the sending relay is in 
the spacing or marking position. The advantage of combining neutral 
operation with polar transmission in this manner is that it permits 
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the use of neutral subscriber's equipment at the non repeatered end 
of the circuit. The disadvantage is, that to obtain unbiased polar 
transmission, the operating point of the relay at the non repeatered 
end of the circuit must be maintained at the mid point of the wave 
shape, and the location ot.the mid point of the wave shape varies 
with leakage on the line, which results in bias to transmission when• 
evGr leakage is presont unless the resistances of the circuit are 
readjusted. Where the line facilitios are entirely in cable,however, 
where little leakage is exporienced,thia type of circuit is more 
satisfactory. 

This type of operation is sometimes referred to as "affec
tive polar op3ration" as distinguished from 1fhe type of operation 
shown in Figure XII which is referred to as true polar operetton"• 

REQUIREMJ!NTS l!'OR UNBIASED POL.AR TRANSMISSION 

Unbiased polar transmission thus depends on two conditions; 
one, that the resistance of the circuit remain constant while the 
sending relay operates, and the other that the operating points of 
the relay be located symetrically about the middle of the wave shape 
in order that equal transition delay~ will be obtained. A failure to 
meet either or both of these conditions will result in bias to trans
mission. 

PART OF POLAR CIRCUIT NOT COMMON TO :OO'!H S-M AND M-S TRANSITIONS. 

An examination of a polar circuit shows that the only parts 
of the circuit that are not common to both the S-M and M-S transi
tions are the battery taps connected to the contacts of the sending 
relay. Of these, one tap is connected to the circuit during the 
s-M transition and the other during the M-S transition. The resis
tance of these two taps is made the same which results in the entiro 
resistance of the circuit being a constant during tho operation of 
the sending relay. 

Any inductance or capacity inserted in the marking battery 
tap of the circuit would, of course, change tho shape of the S·M 
wave shape but would not affGct the M-S wave shape, since the marking 
battery tap is not connocted while the M-S change is taking placo •• 
ldkewise, any inductance or capacity in tho sp~cing bottory tap would 
affect the M-S wave shape but not tho S-M. With tha wave shapes no 
longer identical the trunsi tiona delf.LYS 'Nould no longer be equ~l ond 
bias would result. 

PART OF POUR CIRCUIT COMMON 'IO OO'm TRANSIT IONS 

The part ot the circuit from the armature of the sending 
relay to the receiving end of the circuit; however, is always in 
the circuit and ~hus will affect both the M-S and the s-M transitions 
alike. Any inductance or capacity in this part of the c1rcuit,then, 
will cause the same change to the wave shape of the S-M transition 
as 1 t will cause to the M-S transition, and regardless ot what the 
change is the two wave shapes will remain identical and transmission 
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will still be unbiased. This is another advantage of polar Op1;.1ra
tion, then, that any changes in the circuit beyond the armature ot 
the sending relay, such as patChing line facilities, changing noise 
killers, adding additional repeaters or teletypewriters, etc., will 
not causo bias to transmission, and also that trouble in the line 
facilities, noise killers, composite seta, etc., will not cause bias 
unless a foreign voltage becomes connected to the line due to the
trouble. This is an important point to remember in connection with 
maintenance work on polar circui ta. 

Conditions that do cause bias to polar transmission 
will be discussed in the following material. 

TRANSITIONS AND TBAN5ITION DELAYS ON A POLAR CIRCUIT 

DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT TO BE DISCUSSED 

In the tollov,ing discussion a circuit of the type shown in 
Figure XII wili be considered. The line facilities of this circuit 
are assumed to have series resistance and capacity to gr~d, as shown, 
and the location and amount of any inductance in the noise killer or 
composite equipment of the circuit is ass\l.IIB d to be su oh that transient 
oscillations of noticeable magnitude are not produced at the time of a 
trensition. The case where transient oscillations of appreciable 
magnitude are produced will be covered after the case just defined is 
completed. 

M-S TRANS IT ION 

In Figure XIII a M-S trensi tion is soown. The transition 
starts from the +35 mil value of the mnrking line current, and ends 
when the current has crossed the zero current line of the wave shape 
and become large enough in the opposite direction to operate the receiv
ing relay .to spacing. This "operating point" of the relay is indicated 
by the cross ·:m the wave ahape. It is usually near the -3 mil value 

· on the curve. 

s-M TRANSITION 

In figure XIV ~s-M transition is sbown. This transition 
starts .from the -35 mil value of the spacing line current, and ends 
when the current has crossed the zero current line of the.wave shape 
and has become large enough in tho opposite direction to operate the 
relay to marking. 

TRANSITION DELAY 

The delay to each of the above transitions is the interval 
of time between the start and end of the transition, or, in other words, 
the time interval requir~d for the line current to change from the 35 
mil value to the 3 mil value of the opposite sign. 
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THREE CONSTANTS OF A POLAR CIRCUIT 

For any given set of conditione on the circuit .the follow
ing three statements apply: 

1. Th~ steady state line current is always the same. 

Thus, in the ex~pla, shown, the· line current 
always goes to the -35 mil value otter each 
M-S transition and to the +35 mil value after 
each s-14 transision •. (This statement assumes no 
characteristic distortion effect, a condition that 
will be covered later.) 

2e The operating point of the relay on the wave shape 
is always the same. · 

A:; long· ·as the relay holds its adjustment the operating 
point of the relay will always be at the same current 
value. In the example being considered the value is 
3 mils tor each direction.of operation of the relay. 

3a The rate of change of the line current is always the 

~· 

SUMMARY 

As long as the resistance of the circuit remains the 
the sane, the time required·, at any time, for the 
current to change from +35 mils to -3 mils, will always 
be the same. The time required at any time, for the 
current to change from -35 mils to +3 mils will always 
be the same. The time required tor the current to change 
between any other two values such as f'rom +35 mila to -10 · 
mils, -35 mils to +10 mils, or any other combination 
would also be constant, tbough these latter changes have 
no application in this discussion. 

The summary is that the starting po)nt of all M-S transi
tions (35 mils}, the finishing Roint (-3 mils and the ~~.Oban§e 
.2! .~current in between the two po_ints are all constant for any ' 
given set of conditions on the polar circuit. 

CONCWSION 

The delay to ~ M-S transition sent over the circuit 
will then be the same. 

In the example shown the M-S trans.i tion delay is 5 MS. 
Therefore every M-S transition sent over the circuit will have a 
delay or 5 u.s. 
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Using the same reasoning the delay to every s-M transition 
sent over the circuit will always be the same, since the starting 
point (-35 mils) the :finishing point (+3 mils) and the rate of change 
of the current in between again are all constants. 

M-STD OF CIRCUIT IS THE SAME .Ab THE S-MrD 

In the example used, the marking and spacing line currents 
are or the same magnitude (35 mils) the relay operating points are of 
the same magnitude (3 mils) the rate or change or the current in 
changing from +35 ~o -3 mils, or :from -35 to +3 mils is the same 
(because the resistance or the marking and spacing battery taps or 
the sending relay is the same). The delay of the two transitions, 
M-s and s-M, is thus also the same. --. - ~ 

With the M-STD of tho circuit equal to the· S-MTD, trans
mission over tho circuit is than perfect, for the reason that marks 
or spaces transmitted over the circuit are unchang0d in length. 

CIRCUIT CONDITIONS FOR PERFECT TRANSMISSION 

Perfect transmission was obtained on the polar circuit when 
the marking and spacing 11ne currents were equo.l, the operating points 
of the relay were equal, (reley unbiased) and the ~ £!. chang~ or 
the current on the S-M and M-S transitions were the same. (Resistance 
of circuit same for spacing or marking oondi tion). 

CASE Vi"H.mE MARKING AND SPACING LINE CURRENT:S ARE UN]QU.AL 

Figure XVI shows a case where the marking and spacing line 
current of a polar circuit are not equal, the marking current being 
+40 mils and the spacing current being -30 mils. This condition 
might be due to a difference in ground potential between the ter.minals 
that causes o ground potential current or +5 mils to flow on. the line, 
adding to the normal +35 mils merking current f'.nd subtrncting from the 
normal -35 mils spacing current, or to an unbalance betwe&n the voltages 
on the contacts of the sending relay. The operating points of the 
relay ere still assumed as being at the +3 mils and -3 mils values,and 
the resistances of the sending relc.y bnttery taps ore sti 11 assumed as 
being equel. 

M-S TRANSITION INVOLVES CURRm'I' CHANGE OF 43 MilS 

In this case, a M-S transition starts when the line current 
is at +40 mils and ends when the current is at -3 mils, a total current 
change of 43 mils. Each M-S transition will start :from the +40 mils 
value, of course, and end at the -3 mil value, which means that the 
delay to each M-S transition will be the same. 

S-M TRANSITION Th""VOLVES CURRENT CH.b.NGE OF 33 MilS 

A S-M transition will start when the line current is at -30 
mils and end when the curre~t is +3 mils, a total current change of 
33 mila. Each s-M transition will start at the -30 mils current value 
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and end when the current is +3 mils, so the delay to each s-M trensi
tion will be the same. 

M-~TD WIU. THEREFORE BE GREATER THAN THE S-MTD 

The total current change of the M-S transition is 43 mils, 
and of the s-M transition is 33 mils. Since the rate of chanse of 
the current in the two directions is still the same, the delay to 
tho M-S transition wi 11 no'07 be greater than the delay to tho S-M 
transitions, since the current on the -M~s transition has a 10 mils 
greater distance to change through. The M.-STD of the circuit accord~ 
ingly will be greator than the S-MTD. 

EFFECT vi ILL BE TO UNGTHEN ALL lt.JJUCS .AND 'SHO ffi'EN ·ALL 
SPACES 

The effect of this condition on transmission is that each 
mark, regardless of iength (except for a charact0ristic distortion 
limitation, covered loter) ~ill be longthened by an amount equal to 
the diffarence bev~een the two delays·,. and· eoch space, rogardl.Gss ot 
length, will bd shortened by tho acme amount. 

In the example used, the ~3TD of the circuit is 5 Nb , 
and the s-~ITD is 3 t~ . All marks transmitted over the circuit will 
thus be lengthened '2 vs· , and all spaces will be shortened 2 Ms· .·• 

OPPOSITE LIN.;;; CURRENT CONDITION WuULD CAUSE OPPOSITE 
EFFECT ON IvlARKS AND SPACES 

If the bias condition on the cirru it were reversed, which 
might be done by making the spacing line current greater than the 
marking line current, the delay to the S-M transit.ions would then be 
greater than\the delay to the M-S transitions. U;ader this condition 
all marks would be shortened and all spaces would be lengthened and a 
spacing bias would exist. 

CAUSE OF THE BIAS CO:t-IDITION 

The cause of the bias in the example used above was a 
difference in the marking and spacing i.ine currents of the circuit 
which resulted in a greater time being required for the larger 
current to change to the operating point of the relay than for 
the smaller current, and, accordingly ,caused one group of transition 
delays to be greater than the other. 

SHIFI'ED Rt:LAY OPERATING POINTS WILL _,u.s 0 C.AIJ SE BI.AS 

A situatio~ similar to the one just described would have 
existed if the marking and spacing line current values had remained 
the same, or equal to each other, and the relay operating points 
themselves had been shifted one way or the other on the wave shape. 
This could ba caused by a biased adjustment of the relay which, if it 
were a marking bias, would cause the relay to operate to marking more 
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easily than usual, thus requiring ~ss marking current to opdrato it, 
and shifting the s-M operating pointdown on tho wav~ shape, and to 
operate to spacing loss readily, thus requiring more spacing current 
to.operata it, and shifting the M~s oporating point also down on the 
wave shape. The ahifti~of tho operating points would once again 
make the ch~nge of current from the marking condition to the M-S 
operating point on the wcve shape different from tho change of current 
trom tho spacing condition to the S-M opcroting point on the wave 
shepo, and unequal transmission delays end bios to transmission would 
result, just as in the previous case where tho unequal current Chenges 
were due to unequal values of marking and spacing line currents. 

ALL M-5TD ArtE THE S.AJ.'viE, ALL S-MI'D ARE THE SAME 

In either case, the important thing, besides the fact that 
unequal transition delays result, is the fact that though the M-S 
transition delays are different than the s-M transition delays,both 
sets ot delays are constant in themselves, and the difference between 
the two delays, which determines the amount of bias on the circuit, 
is also a constant. Thus if e circuit condition like the one described 
results in e M-STD of 5 MS and a S-MTD of 3 MS · every M-S transi
tion sent over the oircui t will have a delay of 5 MS and every S-M 
trans! tion a delay of 3 MJ , regardless or tho interval or time 
(determined by the length of the marks and space trans~itted) that moy 
exist between transitions. This condition is emphasized here to dis
ting~ish it clearly from characteristic distortion effects where the 
M-S and S-M transition delays of the circuit nre not constcnt and 
independent of the length of the morks end spaces trcn~mitted, ns in 
the case of bios, but ~re closely related to the length of the merk 
or space immediately preceding the transition affected. 

THE M.AGNI'IUDE OF THE EFFECT OF UNBALANCING LINE CURRi!:NrS OR 
OF SHIFTING RElAY OPERAT mG POINTS IS PROPORTIONAL TO '!HE 
CURVATURE OF THE WAVE sgAPi: 

The magnitude of the effect of unbalancing line currents 
or of shifting the operr.ting points of the relay on the wave shape, 
as just described, depands entirely upon tho degree of curvature of 
the wave shopo, being considerable for wave shapes th":lt r:~re very much 
curved, and practically nothing for wave shapes thot ::1re. nearly 
vertical. It is. for this reason that a short circuit or a circuit on 
a simplexed pair, on which the wave shape is curved only to a small 
extent, will be less affected by unbalances in the marking and spacing 
line currents or by biased receiving relays, than a long c~rcuit or 
~ircuit on a simplexed phantom (as compared to·the simplexed pair cir
cuit) where the wave shape of the signals is more curved. 

CHArtACTERISTIC DISTORTION 

TRANSITIONS MAY START WH.I!."'N 'lli,C; LINE CURruNT IS NOT IN 
STEADY ST .ATE CONDIT ION 

In the discussion so far, one reason for the constancy of 
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a transition delay on a polar circuit has, been that the transition 
has been elwe1ys assumed to start when the line current was in the 
steady state marking or spacing condition, which, in itself, is a 
constant factor on a circuit. The start of every transition·,however, 
wi 11 not alwoys occur when the line current of the circuit is in the 
steady state'·condition for the follov.ing reason~ A definite amount of 
time is required for the line current of a circuit to change from the 
steady state marking condition to the s~eady state spooing condition 
and vice versa. In figuros XIII and XIV, used to illustr~te the M-S 
and s-M transition on a polar circuit, the time required tor the 
curr~nt to make the complete change tram morking to spacing and from 

_spacing to marking is indicated as being epproximctely 15 ~. In 
the discussion on bias it wee assumoi:l that more than 15 MS. sepArated 
the trc.nsitions of tho signals so thnt on each trensition the line 
current would havo time to roach tho st~ady stcte vclue of the current 
it was approaching before the next transition oo~ad. Thus the 
following tronsition would start from the samu curr~nt value os 
the preceding transitions and thu transition dclny would then be the 
same os the previous delays. 

In actual practice, however, on some circuits the time 
required for the current to change from the one steady state condi
tion to the other is greater than the minimum time interval between 
transitions in the signals, and some transitions then must occur 
while the line current is still in the process of changing from the 
previous transition. These transitions, as will be exPl-ained shortly, 
will therefore have a different delay time' than the tran~itions start
ing when the line current is in the steady state condition. To stud1 
the effect of the different delay times of these transitions on tha 
lengths of' marks and spaces, these transi tiona and transit .:Aon delays 
will be distinguished from the previous transitions discussad whiCh 
always started when the line current was in the steady state condition~ 

STEADY STATE CURR.J.NT .Ah"'D CHANGING CURR.i.I:N'I' TRANSITIONS 

~ith reference t0 the condition of the line current at the 
time the transition starts, a transition starting when the liru~ 
current is in the steady state condition vd 11 be called a STEADX S'l».TE 
CURR~Nr TR.fu"'{SI'I· ION, and the de~lay associated with it will be oal.led a 
STEADY STATE CURRENT TRA."'{S IT ION DELA.Y. A transit ion starting when 
the line current of the circuit is in a changing condi ti<n will b19 

called a CHANGING G'UHRENT TRANSITION and the dolay associated w:\:th it 
will be called a CriA1'JGING G'U.RR.d:NT TfUu'SITION DElAY. . 

ILIJJSTRAT!ON OF A CHANGING CtJBR.&~ TRANSri'ION 

In Figure .A'VII a ca;.:;e is !bown where the line current requires 
28 :·M.:): t~ change from the stot:1dy state marking condition to the steady 
state spacing c.:mdi tion. A spacing impulse 22 :MS long is. being trans
mitted, as indicated, by thu square wave shapo in li-ght lines. 

The M-S transition ~t the start of the spacing impulse occurs 
when the lin" current of the circuit is in the steady state marking 
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condition of +35 mils. This transition is thus a steady state 
current transition, and as such will have the normal M-S stoady 
state current transition delay of the circuit, which is the same 
tor all steady state current M-S transitions .. 

12. 

The M-S transition at the beginning of the spacing impulse 
starts the current changing towards the steady state spacing current 
value of the ciromit, an action which~ on this particular circuit,will 
require 28 U$ to complete. 22 MS later, however, the S-M transition 
at the ~ of the spacing impuls~ occurs. At this timD the line 
current of the circuit, in the process of changing from +35 mila to -35 
mils, is only at the value of -30 mils. The operation of the sending 
relay at the end of the spacing impUlse reverses the voltage applied 
to the line, and the line current accordingly ceases changing towards 
the spacing condition~ and starts back towards the steady state marking 
conditio~ or the circuit. Since this S-M transition occurred when the 
line current was in the process· of changing, it is C8lled a changing 
current transition. 

When the line current reachos a value ot +3 mils, the re
ceiving relay operates to marking, completing the s-M transition on 
the circuit. · · · 

DISTmCTION B.amYEEN STEADY STAT.l AND CH,ANGING CURRENT 
TRANSITION$ 

The distinction between the steady state current M-S 
transition at the beginning of the spacing impulse, and the changing 
currentS~ transition at the end or the impulse is as follows: 

The delay to the ~~!!!!,~ ~.a ~ M-S trans! t ion was 
the time required tor the current to change from +35 to -3 mils, a 
total change ot 38 mils. The delay to the chapgiM current s-M 
transition was the time required tor the current to change from -:30 
mils to +3 mils, a total change ot 33 mils. The changing current 
S~ transition delay will thus be less than the steady state current 
M-S transition delay. The basic r;a;Qn for the changing current 
transition delay being less than the steady state current transition 
delay is the fact that "t'iie"line current at the start of the changing 
current transition was less than the value of the line current at 
the start ot the steady~te transition. In the example, the delay 
to the changing current trans! t ion is 3 !1.$-. as compared to the steady 
state. current transition delay ot the circuit of 8 .MS ·• 

We thus have a case of a transition delay on a circuit that 
is not due to a shifting ot·the operating points of the receiving 
relay, or to an unbalance between the marking and spacing currents 
of the circuit, but is due to a condition that is linked with the 
length of the impulse preceding the transition, since it is the length 
of the impulse transmitted that determines the interval·of time 
between the transitions at the start and the end or the impulse. 
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.EFE'EC'I OF THIS TYPE OF CIL\NG:gm CURRENT TRANSITION ON Ll:!."'WTH OF 
Ui.PUISF.S. 
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The effect on the spacing impulse being transmitted in 
Figure XVII will be to shorten it 5 M'S, since the trensi tion 
delay at the end of the impulse (3 MS), which adds to the impulse, 
is 5 1JS less than the transition at the start of the impulse 
(8 N~), which subtracts from the beginning of the impulse. 

On a polar circuit, the rate of change of the current 
in changing from marking to spacing is the same as the rate of 
change of the current in changing from spacing to marking. Accordingly, 
since on this particular circuit 26 MS were required tor the current 
to change from +35 to -35 mils, 26 MS will also be required for the 
current to change from ·35 mils to +35 mils. It also follows, then, 
that if a marking impulse only 22 lv!S long is transmitted, the M-S 
transition at the end of the impulse will occur when the current ot 
the circuit is still in the changing condition and this transition 
will be a changing current transition. 

Since, in the case of the current changing from marking to 
spacing, tho valu~ of the current at the end of 22 Ma ~ was -30 mils, 
,it also follows that in the case of the current changing from spacing 
to marking the value of the current at the end of 22 MS \'lill be +30 
mils. This condition is illustrated in Figure X!VIII. The total 
current change involved in tho M-S transition at the end of the 
marking impulse will thoo be from +30 to -3 mils or :33 mils, the sane 
as the total current change that took place at tho end of tho spacing 
impulse. The delay to this changing current transition will thon be 
3 MS, the sam~ as the delay to the changing current transition of 

· the first case. The marking impulse being transmitted will then be 
reduced 5 W~ in length, the same ~a the spacipg impulse of the first 

~· 

RELATION 0]' CHANGING CURRENT TRANSITION DELAY TO LEIDTH 
OF IMPUlSE PRECEDING 'IHE TRANSITION 

The magnitude of the changing current transition delays 
just discussed is proportional to the time required for the current 
to change from the value it is at the start of the tranDition to the 
operating point of the receiving relay on the wave shape. In Figures 
XVII and XVIII the current change was from-30 mils t~ the value of 
~ mils of the opposite sign or a total change of 33 mils. It is 
obvious, however, from an inspection of these figures, that. if the 
impulse transmitted had been longer than 22 MS, the line current 
w~uld have been at a higher value at the time of the transition at 
the end of the impulse, and the transition delay would have been 
greater. The limit to the increase in delay resulting tram an in
crease in the length of tho impulse will be the steady state transi~ 
tion delay of the circuit. 
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Also if the impulse transmitted had been ~ than 22 MS 
in J.ong·th, the line current would have been at a lo.we.r volue at tho 
time of tho trGnsition ot the end of th0 impulSe, and the tr~~aition 
delay would accordingly hnve b0en loss. 

These conditions are illustretad in P'igures XIX and XX •. 
In theso figures the perfect wav13 shapes of impulses tl MS long(ABCD), 
22 MS long (ABMN) and 36 MS long (ABXY) ere shown in dotted linos, 
and .tha actual wave ahapGs on the circuit ore shown in heavy linos. 
Tho deloys to tho steady state and chrillging current trnnsitions ore 
indicated os distonca bot••oen the operating point of tho reley on 
th~ square wavo shape and on tho actual wove shape. 

In the case of the 36 MS impulse (.ABXY) of Figure X:OC, 
the tmpulse is longer than the time required tor the current ot the 
circuit to change from the one steady state condition to the other,. 
and the transition at the end ot the impulse is thus a steady state 
current transition the same as the transition at the start. 

To simplify the discussion, a cdndition of no bias has been 
assumed tor the circuit and under this condition the steady state 
current S-MTD of the circuit is equal to the steady state current 
M-STD and the transition delays at the start and end of the 36 MS 
impulse are thus the same. In> the example they ere indi cnted as being 
9 MS each. 

In the case ot the 22 lJS impulse (ABMN) the s-M transition 
at the end ot it o~curs when the line current is ~:t the -30 mil value, 
instead of at the -35 mil value as for the 36 MS impulse, and this 
transition is thus o changing current transition storting ut a current 
value less than the steady state current value. The delay to it is 
accordingly less than the delay to a steady state current transition. 
In the examplethis delay is shown as being 7 MS. 

In the case of the ll MS impulse (ABCD) the S-M transition 
at the end of 1 t occurs when the line current is only at the -9 mil 
value. This transition is thus also u changing current transition, 
and due to the fact that the line current only changes l2 mils to 
rj:~.a.ch the S-M operating point o.f the relay as compared to the change 
of 30 mils for. the S-M tronsi tion of the 22 MS impulse, the delay 
to this trans1 tion is much les:·: than to thf.l.t of the 22 M5 impulse. 
In the example this delay ~s indicated as being 3 MS • 

.AMJUN'l' OF CHANGING CURRENT ~SITION DELAY DEPENDS ON 
VAlUE OF LINE CURRENT AT ST.A:Eri' OF TRANSITION 

The amount of a chcnging current transition daley is thus 
dependent upon the value or the line current at the start of the 
tr~sition. The value of thQ line current is dependent upon the time 
interval between the changing current trnn.aition under discuss1 on 
and the previous transition, which started the line current to changing. 
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The time interval between these two transitions is equal to the 
length of the impulse being transmitted. Thus the value of n 
changing current transition delay is dependent upon the length ot 
the impulse it is associated with. In the exemple of Figure XIX, 
the 36 MS impulse hns no changing current trcnsition ossocintad with 
it. The 22 MS impulse had a changing current transition delay ot 
7 MS as compared to the steady state delay of 9 ~S, while the 11 MS 
impulse had a changing current transition delay of 3 MS as compared 
to the steady state transition delay of 9 MS. · 

Since, as stated before, the rate of change of the line 
current on a polar circuit is the same on S-M transitions as on 
M-S, the transmission of 11 MS, 22 MS and 36 MS marks instead of 
these lengths of spaces, should result in changing current M-S ......... 
transition delays ~t the end of these marks that are the same as 
the corresponding ~ changing current transition delays ~t the ends 
of the ll MS, 22 MS and 36 MS spaces just discussed. The coso ot the 
marks is illustrated in Figure XX. 

EFFECT OF CHANGING CURRENT TRANSITION DELAYS 
ON LENGTH OF IMPUlSES 

The effect or the changing current transition delays on 
tho lengths of the impulses transmitted is shown in the tables below 
the wove shapes in Figures XIX end XX. Here the sum of thu orig~l 
length of the impulse, minus tho trensition doloy at the start of 
the ·impulsv {which reduces the length) plus tho trcnsition delay at 
the end of tho impulse (which adds to the length) is given. The 36 !.S 
impulses, both sp~;.cing nnd marking, are unchnngcd in length since tho 
delays at each end ore both steady state current delays which, in the 
coso of no bias assumed here; are equnl. The 22 MS impulses wcro 
reduced to 20 MS in length, end the ll MS impulses to 5 MS in length. 

CONJ.PARISON BETWEEN EFFECTS OF CH.J.illGING CURRENTS AND STEADY 
STATE CURRENT TRANSITION DELAYS. 

Figures XIX and XX illustrate the effect of changing current· 
trnnsi tion delays on transmission, which will now be compared. with 
the effect of a constant difference between the steodv state S-M and 
M·S transition del~ys of a circuit which is called bins. 

In the cos.:: of bios, every impulse trtmsmi tted is affected, 
regardless of the length of the impulse. 

In the case of changing current transitions, the. effect of 
the condition depends directly on the length of the impulse, being 
large for very short impulses and decreasing to no effect at all on 
impulses the length of which is such that the line current of the 
circuit can reach the steady state condition before the transition at 
the end of the tmpulse occurs. 
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In the case of bias the effect on a space is always the 
opposite of the effect on a mark. That is, if it is marking bias, 
the marks will be lengthened and the spaces shortened. If it is 
spacing bias the spacGs will be lengthened and the marks shortonod. 

In the case of changing current transitions as illustrated 
in the comparison between Figures XVII and XVIII and between 
Figures XIX and XX, the effect on marks and spaces of equal lengths 
·is the same for each. Thus a ,22 MS space will be shortened the same 
amount as 22 MS lll.!lrk, a 11 MS space will be shortened the some amount 
as a 11 MS mark, etc. 

EFFECT OF CHANGING CURRENT TRANSITION DELAYS ON IMPUlSES STARTING 
. AND ENDING WITH CH!.NGING OURR.ll:NT TRJ.NSIT IONS 

An ~~gle of this distortion effect nbtcovered yet is as 
follows: In the examples used so tnr, the transition that started 
the line current of the circuit changing, or in other words the 
transition at the stvrt of the short impulse under consideration has 
always been taken as a stecdy state current transition. This is not 
always the case in practice, since several transitions in a row moy 
o.ll hove time intervo.~ between them thct ore less than the time re
quired tor the current of the circuit to reach a steady state condi
tion, and thus severc.l of the trons'i t ions would be changing current 
trr,nsi tiona. 

Considering Figure XVIII, a steady state M-S transition 
is shown at the start or the impulse. This transit ion started v1hen 
the line· current was +35 zp.ils. The delay 'to the changing current 
transition at the end of the impulse was less than the delay to the 
steady state transition at the start of the impulse for the reason 
thLt the current ot the start or the changing current transition was 
less than thd current ~t the start of ~he steadl st8te current 
trensition. In the exnmplu, tho delay of the changing current transi
tion was 3 MS and to the steady state current transition 8 MS. Let 
us assume that the transition at the sturt of the impulse is now a 
changing current trrnsition inst~ad ot~he steady state trnnsition 
sho\vn. Under the circuit condition being discussed, the line current 
at the start of the trr.nsition will then be less then +35 mils. 

It the value of the line current at the start of the 
transition is less than +35 mils at the time it starts changing 
towards the -35 mila condition, the value of the current after 22 MS 
mll be greater than the -30 mils shown, or the current will be closer 
to the steady state value of -35 mils. Under this condition the delay 
to the changing current transition at the end of the impulse. will be 
closer to the delay of a s!eady state transition than it was in the 
first place, since the current value at which it starts is now closer 
to the current value from which o. steady· state transition would start 
from. 

Thus, in the example of Figure XVII, the changing current 
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tronsi tion de loy at the ~ of the impulse wi 11 now be something 
greeter than the 3 ~ shown. Let us assume tht..t it is 5 MS. At 
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the some time the transition delc;.y ot the stnrt of tho impulse, 
formerly n stoady state current transition delay of 8 MS, is now n 
chc.nging current trr.:nsi tion deley, in accordance with our. assumption 
that tho impulse will start with a changing current trensi tion, end 
as such has ~ delo.y than the normn.l 8 :MS delay of a stendy sttite 
current transition. Let us assume that it is eMS. The net chonge 
in the length of the short spacing impulse then is the difference 
between the two transition delays, which is now a shortening of 1 MS, 
as compored to the shortening or 5 M3 that occurred when this impulse 
was assumed to start with A stecdy state tronsition. 

MAXIMUM EFll'EC'f OF CHANGING CURRENT TRANSIT IONS IS ON SHORT 
IMPOI.SE bTARTING ~iiTH STEADY STATE CURRENT TRJ.INS!TION. 

The conclusion from this is thot the maximum effect of 
changing current tronsitions on a circuit having the charecteristics 
assumed, is on a short impulse thot begins with a steady stnte current 
transition, rather than on one which begins with a changing current 
trw.si t ion. For this reoson, in selecting signols to be transmitted 
over a circuit to determine the mcximum an1ount of characteristic dis
tortion present, the signals are chosen with a long mark or space 
preceding the short impulse to "be tested, to parmi t the current of the 
circuit to reach a steady state condition before the start of the short 
impulse,and thus assure that the starting transition of the impulse 
will be 11 steady state current transi tiion. 

CIL\NGE OF IMRJLSE LENGTHS DUE TO CHANGING CURRENT TRi~t..ITIONS 
IS C4LtED CHAR~TERI~TIC DISTORTION. 

In the condition just described the lengths of impulses 
transmitted are affected by the

11
presence of changing current trans

itions~ This effect is called characteristic distortion". ~e 
magnitude of the ef:t'ect is inversely 'proportional to the length of 
the impulses transmitted, and the nature of tha effect is to shorten 
both the spacing and marking short impulses. For this reason, since 
the impulses under consideration are shortened, the effect is called 
negative characteristic distortion. This effect is associated, it 
should be remembered, With pol~r circuits on line facilities on which 
resistance and capacity predominate, and on which the location and 
amount of the inductance of the noise 1dllers and composite sets is 
such that oscillating transients are not produced on each transition. 
Most grounded polar circuits on non-compositod line facilities are in 
this class. 

The case where thu amount and location of the inductance 
ot the circuit is such thot an oscillating transient~ produced at 
each transition will now be considered. • 
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CHANGING CURRENT TRANSIT IDN ON WHICH LINE CURRl!.}1T l!."'XCEEDS STEADY r at • : •rmr•• •aa !ltl'••11Af'IJ"'ll"~~l:ll: 

§TAt§ V~IlJE MO:MENT.£JUI.Y:. 

In Figure XXI a circuit condition is shown in which the 
line current in changing from one steady state condition to 
the other, instead o! slowly making the change, makes it w1 th a 
surge that carries 1t momentarily beyond the steady state current 
value of the condition it is approaching, and then returns to ·less 
than the steady state value and oscillates above end below the 
steadY state va1ue as shown,until, when the oscillations have died 
out, it comes to rest at the steady state value. This condition 
exists when the inductm;ces in the noise killers and composite sets 
of the repeater and line circuits are located with respect to the 
condensers of the noise killers and composite sets, and the capacity 
of the line facilities, so that the disCharge current of the condensers 
is sustained by the inductances, and the condensers are caused to 
charge again in the opposite direction. The condensers then again 
discharge and once more are forced to recharge in the original dirac~ 
tion by the inductances, though this time the amount of the charge 
is less than the original charge due to the power lost by the current 
flawing through ·the resistance of the circuit. This oscillation 
continues until the charge of the condensers becomes negligible. It 
baa had 1 ts effect on the line current, however, in causing the 
oscillation of the line current above and below the steady state 
current value as described. These surges of the current are called 
transients. 

If a transient lasts for more than 22 MS on a circuit, or 
for more than the length of the shortost impulse transmitted, changing 
current transitions will again be present. The important distinction 
between this· condition and the previous condition is that in this 
condition tbe value of the current at the start of a changing current 
transition may bo more or it may be less than too value of the steady 
state current, whii;:in the previous case it could only be less. 

CH.l!N GING CURRENT TRANSIT ION DElAYS MAY BE GREATER ':::'HAN STEADY ST .ATE 
CURRl!NT DEU.Ys. 

For this reason the changing current transition delays may 
sometimes be a!eater than the steady state current delays, since if 
a changing current transition starts when the line current is at a 
value of +40 mils, it will require more time for the current to reach 
the relay operating point of -3 mila than it would require 1~ the 
current started from the steady state value of +35 mils •. Then .. it a 
short impulse starts with a steady state transition delay·and ends 
with a changing current transition delay that is sreater than the 
steady state delay~ the impulse will have been lengthened by the 
characteristic distortion effect instead of being shortened, as was 
alwyas the case with the previous condition. Thi.s :Ia illustrated in 
F1gure XXII where the steady state delay is 5 MS, the changing current. 
delay is 8 MS, and the impulse accordingly is lengthened 3 MS. 
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The result is the same for either s-M or M-S transitions 
since the inductances and condensers of the circuit will have the 
same effect on either direction of current. The effect on the short 
mark is shov;n in Figure XXIII where the lengthening effect on the 
mark is shown as ~5, the same as tor the short space of Figure XXII. 

In the former case the effect of the changing current transi
tions was to shorten the impulses transmitted and it was therefore 
called negative characteristic distortion. In this case the effect 
illustrated is to lengthen the impulses transmitted and it is therefore 
called positive characteristic distortion. 

A point to be noted in connection with the effect of "transients" 
is that, since the line current oscillates above and below the steady 
state current value before it comes to rest, a changing current transi
tion starting at a time when the line current was less than the steady 
state current value would have a delay less than the steady state 
current delay and the effect would then be that of negative characteris
tic distortion. Thus transients may C8use either positive or negative 
char~cteristic distortion, while the condition described previously, 
which is due only to a large amount of capacity and resistance on a 
circuit, and not enough inductance to cause transients, can only cause 
negative characteristic distortion. 

TELETYPEWRITER CODE liAS TVJJ£LVE DIFFERENT LENGTHS OF IMRTISES 

The fact that the value of a changing current transition 
delay as compared to the steady state current transition delay of a 
circuit depends upon the length of the impulse under considera ti ~n 
would make a consideration of the matter appear rather complicated 
because with a large number of different lengths of impulses to be 
transmitted, a large number of different changing current transition 
delays would have to be considered. In the teletypewriter code, there 
are, however, at a speed of 60 words a minute, only 12 different lengths 
of impulses produced by the sending distributor. These are: 
22, 31, 44, 53, 66, ?5, 88, 9?, 110, 119, 132 and 141 MS. The 22 MS 
impulse is a single impulse. The 31 MS impulse is the "Stop" impulse. 
The multiples of 22 MS are combinations of two or more 22 MS impulses, 
and the remaining lengths are combinations of the "Stop" impulse and 
one or more of the 22 MS impulses. 

The changing current transition delays we will be interested 
in then are those associated with values of the line current at 22, 31, 
44, etc., MS after the current starts to change. The changing current 
transition at the end of eHch of these periods represents a distortion 
effect. To r0fer to the 
tions are nemed from the> 0~~ tht;; 

,:::; ~ ~' tL·:.;n!;er~ .. Lb:·.: d1~1to.r-

lt~d t.LS~~lOCie . .~tnd VJi th thbla.,. 
Thus the distortion to e transition coming at the end ot' an impulse that 
is 22 MS long is called 22 Milisecond distortion, which is abbreviated 
22 MSD. The distortion to the 31 MS impulse is called 31 MSD and the 
remaining distortions are 44 MSD, 53 MSD, etc. 
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20. 
PRESENCE OF VARIOUS DISTORTIONS.J 22 .¥8D! :31 MSD '· etc.) ON CIRCUITS 
OF 'lliE LONG LINilS PLANT. 

As stated previously, the study of the effect of characteris
tic distortion on transmission is somewhat simplified by the fact that 
there are only 12 different standard lengths of impulses in the sixty 
speed teletypewriter code. It is further simplified by the fact that 
on most circuits of the Long Lines Plant only the shorter lengths of 
impulses are affected, since on the longer impulses the current of the 
cir~it has time to reach the steady state condition and no changing 
current transitions, and, accordingly, no charactaristic distortion 
effects, are involved. 

In the following table a summary is given or the general 
characteristic distortion conditions that exist on the various types 
or circuits in the Plant. The table assumes that the .circuits have not 
been equalized. 

'.ryp~ Q_f_Q1:rggj, t 

One and Two Way Polar 

" 

" 

" 

Line Facilities J.=ength Distortions Present 

Cable Under 125 Miles -22 MSD on the 
longer circuits.* 

Open Wire Under 250 Miles -22 MSD on the 
longer circuits.* 

Cable Over 125 miles -22 MSD,-31 h~D, 
etc.in Proportion 
to length.* 

Open Wire Over 250 Miles -22 MSD,-31 MSD,etc. 
in proportion to 
length.* 

*On one and two way polar circuits on compoaited 
line facilities it will usually be found that 
the amount of inserted line resistance(to adjust 
the line current)is rather critical,and, if the 
resistance is too lorge; that -22 MSD will be 
present, and if the resistance is too low, that 
+22 MSD will be present. The adjustment of this 
resistance to the valua that results in zero 
22 MSD moy then result in the line current being 
considerably less or grouter than the customary 
value of 30 to 40 mils. Whcro this occurs, 
equalization of the circuit, either by adding 
resistance at the receiving end to reduce +22 MSD, 
or by adding an inductive shunt at the receiving 
end to reduce -22'MSD, is recommended in order 
that normal line current values can be used. 
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Four Wire Metallic 

V .F.Carrier 

H.F. Carrier 

MCX pairs or 
MX units. 

MXX units 

Unrter 100 miles 
Over 100 miles 

Any length 

Any length 

Any length 

21. 

+22 MSD 
- 22 MSD 

-22 MSD, 
-31 MSD, etc. 
in proportion 
to length. 

No character
istic distor
tion. 

+22 MSD,unless 
distortion 
correcting 
network is 
used. 

From the above table it is evident that characteristic distor
tion problems on standard telegraph circuits are not as complicated as 
a genera~ study of characteristic distortion would indicate, sin.ce on 
the shorter circuits (except metallic) no characteristic d.istortion is 
present, and on circuits of normal length usually only 22 MSD, with a 
smaller amount of 31 and 44 MSD at times, is present. It is only on the 
MXX metallic units that a large amount of characteristic distortion is 
present and on these units the problem of equalizing the circuits so that 
the characteristic distortion is reduced to 5 or e% is not difficult for 
the reason that if. the equalizer is adjusted so thot the 22 MSD of the 
circuit, which is usually the largest of the distortions present, is 
removed, the other distortions will also be almost ontirely removed. 

EFFECT OF CHARACTERISTIC DISTORTION ON MARGIN 

Each of the distortions (22 MSD, 31 .MSD, etc.) considered in 
the case of chailging current transitions, has an effect on a teletype
writer margin as shown in the following table:-

. REDUCES MARGIN ON IJJVv SIDE REDUCES MARGIN ON HIGH SIDE 

+22 MSD -22 MSD 
-31 MSD +31 MSD 

+44 MSD -44 MSD 
•53 MSD +53 MSD 

+66 MSD -66 MSD 

In the case of 22 MSD and any multiple of it (44 MSD.,66 ~IDD,etc.) 
being present on a circuit, the margin is reduced only by the amount of 
the largest distortion. 

!ll 
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In the ease of 22 MSD and 31 MSD being present on a circuit 
together, the effect or each on the margin is independent of the other. 
Thus on a circuit on which -1&; 22 MSD and -9% 31 MSD are present, and 
the other distortions are of amounts less than -15% for the multiples 
of 22 V~D, and of less than -9% for the 53 MSD, 75 MSD, etc., which is 
nearly always the case, the teletype margin of the circuit would be 
-9 +15~ 

EQUALIZATION Of CIRCUITS TO ~OV~ CHAR~TERIS~IC D!STORTION 
. ) . ' . 

The theory of circuit equalization will be covered in a 
separate memorandum. It will.therefore simply be stated at this time 
that the addition of resistance in series with the windings of the 
receiving relay of a polar circuit, either grounded or metallic, will 
reduce +22 MSD, +31 MSD etc., and a high inductance (71-A coil, 25 
Henries, suggested) in aeries with a variable resistance and connected 
in parallel w1 th .the windings of the receiving relay will reduce -22 MSD,· 
-31 MSD, etc. In the case of a circuit ha~ing only +22 MSD and zer• 
31 MSD, it should be verified that the insertion of series resistance 
to reduce the +22 MSD does not produce -31 MSD. If it does, other 
methods of equalization must be used. 

st.JMMAi:iY .OF .CHARACTERISTIC DISTORTION THEORY. 

The discussion of characteristic distortion effects on 
telegraph circuits has oovered in considerable detail the effect 
of changing current transitions on the lengths or impulses transmitted 
over the circuits. A general understanding of characteristic distor
tion, however, involves only the following considerations: 

The change of the line current from one condition to the 
other on a telegraph ~ircuit requires a definite time to complete •. 
If the time interval between the transitions of tha signals at the send
ing.end of the circuit is less than the time required for the line -current to complete its chango, changing current transitions will occur. 
These transitions will have delays either greater or less than the 
normal steady state t:ransi tion delays of the circuit p and wi 11 lengthen 
or shorten the short impulses of the signals an amount depending upon 
the ~alue of the changing current. transition delay, which in turn, is 
dependent upon the length e-t·the lmpulsa that caused the changing 
current transition. If the effect is to shorten the short impulses 
it is called negative characteristic distortion. If the effect is to 
lengthen the short impulses it is called positive characteristic distor
tion. 

There are twel~e different lengths of impulses in the sixty 
speed teletypewriter code, and the effect of characteristic distortion 
is considered only tor these twelve lengths •. The considerati~n is 
further simplified by the fact that on the majority of circuits in the 
Plant only the shortest two or three lengths (22M3 and occasionally 31MS 
and 44""'"MSY are affected, and by the lact that, in many cases, the re
moval of the effect on the shortest impulse (22 lvlS) automatically removes 
the effect on the l~nger impulses. 
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'rhe contrasts between characteristic and bias are as 
follo'lia: 

1. The effect of characteristic distortion depends upon the 
length of the impulses transmitted. The effect of bias 
is independent or the length of the impulses. 

2. 

3. 

For a given length of impulse the effect of characteristic 
distortion is independent of whether it is a marking or 
spacing impulse. The effect of bias is always opposite on 
a mark to what it is on a apace. 

Characteristic distortion is related to the amount and 
arrangement of the capacity, inductance and resistance of 
a circuit. Except in neutral operation, these factors do 
not·oause bias. 

Bias is caused by unequal marking and spacing line currents, 
biased relays, etc., conditions which do not cause characteris
tic distortion. 

4. Characteristic distortion, because it is due to the capacity, 
inductance and resistance of a circuit,which, except for the 
resistance, are unchanging in value, varies only a small 
amount from day to day on a circuit. Bias, because it is 
caused by unbalanced voltages, ground potent.ial, relays losing 
adjustment, etc., varies from hour to hour on a circuit. 

JTN:HW 
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